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Abstract (250 words) 
Insights about the embodied nature of music cognition consider how the bodily 
engagement is determinant in musical performance. Accordingly, musical gestures 
consists in the articulation of the performer’s subjectivity showing aspects of the explicit 
and tacit dimension of the signification process that constitutes musical interpretation. 
However, can the bodily gestures express the musical meanings embedded in the score? 
Can gestures be considered as the interface of the performers’ cultural identity?  
With the aim of studying gestures as an interface of intentions expressing musical and 
cultural meanings, I set up a “Performative Experiment” as case study to empirically 
investigate the music gestures involved in my performance practice of a Western piano 
work based on Karnatic music from South India - 72 Etudes Karnatiques by the French 
composer J. Charpentier (1933). I explored the hypothesis that musical gestures interface 
the performer’s expressive musical intentions and embodied musical skills acquired 
through his creative and deliberate practice linked to his own cultural background 
(enculturation) and other cultural environmental context (acculturation). By 
combining my subjective experience as a performer (= the top-down analysis) with the 
objective measurement and computational analysis of my bodily expressions (= the 
bottom-up analysis) acquired through the motion capture system, I objectified my bodily 
expressions into a “body image” in order to look at my performance from an outsider’s 
perspective through the lens of empirical data. This approach provided to study how 
musical gestures are vehicles of musical meanings also in terms of subjective intentions 
and expressions determined by different cultural and practical experiences. 
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